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EthicsPoint®:  
Capture More Reports 
and Do More with  
Your Data

A high-functioning hotline and incident management program is the cornerstone of confident risk management. 
There’s no better source of unfiltered, on-the-ground information than the data captured through a healthy  
speak-up program. 

Are you getting as much out of your system as you could? Our research shows organizations that track reports  
from all sources—not just web and hotline—receive nearly twice as many reports. Increased report volume can 
create its own challenges, which makes an efficient, intelligent solution for tracking, analyzing, and reporting on that 
data even more valuable. NAVEX has created a promotional package to help organizations enhance their incident 
management program to better harness the wealth of information crucial to the risk and compliance function. 

Benefits of Upgrading 
Expanded Intake
Use report forms to cast a wider net by capturing  
open-door reports and other sources that may 
currently be unrecorded.

Increased Reach
Extend program value across departmental  
lines with advanced case management tools  
and reporting. 

Improved Data Quality
Elevate report quality and consistency  
with automated workflows and custom tasks. 

Enhanced Analytics
Premium Analytics and GRC Insights offer  
robust analysis and reporting tools to manipulate, 
interpret, and disseminate valuable data directly 
within the platform. 

Augmented Data Capture
Collect the information most critical to your 
organization with custom report fields. 

Supercharged Search
Use advanced search features to uncover trends, 
connect cases, and get a clearer picture of your  
organizational health.



NAVEX is the worldwide leader in integrated risk and compliance management software and services. Our solutions are trusted by thousands of customers 
around the globe to help them manage risk, address complex regulatory requirements, build corporate ESG programs and foster ethical workplace cultures.
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Promotional Package Features

Enterprise Lite or Enterprise Subscription

• Enjoy enhanced features and advanced program capabilities.

GRC Insights and Premium Analytics

• Put your data to work with powerful analysis and visualization tools directly in the platform.

Complimentary Baseline Report Form

• Give frontline managers the power to capture open-door reports from across the organization.

Discounted Professional Services Engagement (optional)

• Work with NAVEX specialists to assess and improve program function and train your stakeholders 
to get the most out of your system.

Exclusive Pricing

• Take advantage of this limited-time promotion offered only to current Foundation customers. 

Optional Add-Ons
• HRIS Integration

• Location Data Feed

• GRC Insights Custom

• EU Whistleblower Directive 
configuration

• Web Intake Site Updates / 
Telephony changes

• Data Privacy Module

Contact your NAVEX account representative to learn how this upgrade can improve your program value. 

Function Foundation Includes Enterprise Lite Adds

Intake Secure hotline and standard web  
intake options.

Customizable web intake and open-door 
report forms that allow for wider visibility into 
organizational risk.

Investigations Single case template for all investigations. Adaptive case management that enables a 
distinct investigation template for different 
issue types, departments or tiers.

Management Simple tools such as automatic case 
assignment, watchlists and notifications.

In addition to the foundation-level management 
tools, advanced tools such as full-text search 
and the ability to link related cases.

Analytics and Reporting Standard reports, templated and ad hoc, 
with sharing capabilities.

Premium Analytics and GRC Insights provide 
flexible visibility into your compliance program’s 
key performance indicators.
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